Divert Systems

Document Software

§ Postmatic, Inc.
CATEGORY: Divert Systems
PRODUCT: Postmatic Divert Bases
COMPANY: Postmatic Inc., 9405 Holly St NW Ste D, Minneapolis,
MN 55433 Phone: (888)-784-6046. Email: info@postmatic.net Contact:
Sales. Web: www.postmatic.net.
DESCRIPTION: Postmatic has a complete line
of Inline Divert Bases in lengths of 16”, 24” &
48” long and available in Left to Right or Right
to Left feed configurations. Handles up to 10x13
pieces and has Dry Contact, Electro-mechanical
gate actuation. Great for use with Camera Systems or other controlling devices.
CONTACT: For details call (888)-784-6046, visit www.postmatic.net
or email: info@postmatic.net.

ing costs, improve customer engagement and increase paperless adoption. The Relay Hub is a SaaS solution that leverages the proven enterprise software with the scalability of AWS to deliver powerful digital
document management. Decrease mailing costs by correcting address
data, presorting mail, and adding barcodes precise automated folding and
inserting. Leveraging the power of SaaS and a simple print drive, Relay
Hub also allows businesses to easily centralize and control customer
communications from anywhere to capitalize on their existing mailing investments. Working with outputs from your existing systems, you get the
flexibility to modernize your documents with color and updated branding
to make communications easier to understand and faster to respond to. Increase paperless by easily transitioning printed documents to digital sending, like email, while keeping document design intact for a seamless customer experience across channels.
CONTACT: For more information call 877-682-7687 or visit Pitney
Bowes at PitneyBowes.com.

§ QUADIENT

Document Software

CATEGORY: Document Software
PRODUCT: Quadient Impress Platform and Inspire Software
COMPANY: QUADIENT, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT
06461. Phone: 800-636-7678.

§ BUSKRO LTD.
CATEGORY: Document Software
PRODUCT: Compose IQ Software
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COMPANY: Buskro LTD., 1738 Orangebrook Court – Unit # 1,
Pickering, ON L1W 3G8 Canada. Key Contact: Michelle Sanz / Shawn
Caldwell. Phone: 888-828-7576.
COMPOSE IQ SOFTWARE: Buskro inkjet controllers come
equipped with Buskro’s Compose IQ software package. The
easy-to-use,Windows-based WYSIWYG interface and its powerful layout editor allows the user to fully customize their print job quickly and
easily.Compose IQ also features advanced functions for matched mail
(read and print), master/slave, post print verification, production audit reporting,real time multi-zone tracking, and is easily integrated with reading devices such as camera systems, barcode readers and magnetic stripe
readers to increase personalization and integrity. Buskro’s unique
one-to-one data relationship allows its tracking system to follow products
over multiple transport zones in real time without the use of data buffers.
This provides greater integrity and minimizes the risk of mismatches.
FEATURES: Compose IQ can accept data in virtually any format and can
utilize any true type font. All commonly used barcodes are built into Compose IQ including the USPS IMB and advanced 2D barcodes. Several
graphic formats are supported by Compose IQ including bitmap, jpeg,
wmf, tiff and pdf. Users can produce a pdf proof from the layout editor.
CONTACT: For more information, call 888-8BUSKRO or email
sales@buskro.com.

§ Pitney Bowes Inc.

QUADIENT OUTPUT MANAGEMENT: Quadient’s output management solutions allow users to manage important customer communications easily and securely in different media, while providing a pathway so
businesses can communicate according to their customers delivery preference and easily evolve from paper-based communications to digital delivery. The Output Management portfolio of on-premise software and
cloud-based solutions offered by Quadient automates and enhances the
preparation, processing, output and delivery of business-critical communications through the Quadient Impress Platform. The Impress Platform
increases operational efficiencies and centralizes the document preparation process, helping to ensure that content is sent to the right person, at the
right time through the customer’s preferred channel. Users can add specific marketing messages to their business-critical customer communications and incorporate business rules such as merging multiple documents
into a single envelope, allowing for increased marketing opportunities and
savings on printing and postal costs. The Quadient Impress Platform also
integrates with unique and powerful Web-based plug-ins that enable businesses to save postage with presort capabilities, ensure the integrity of
their customer contact data, centralize and track the processing of Certified Mail, manage their recipients’ delivery preference and more.
Quadient Impress Platform: A multi-channel outbound document automation platform that automates the sending of business-critical customer
communications. Four core applications operate on the award-winning
Quadient Impress platform, providing businesses the highest level of performance and scalability. Within the Impress Platform each application can
work independently or seamlessly integrate with each other for maximum
flexibility.
Impress Automate: Powerful document automation tool that manages
customer-specific business rules to streamline output for print, digital and
outsourced channels.

CATEGORY: Document Software
PRODUCT: Relay® Hub
COMPANY: Pitney Bowes Inc., 3001 Summer Street, Stamford, CT
06926-0700. Tele: 877-682-7687. Web: PitneyBowes.com
RELAY® HUB: The Relay Hub, from the Pitney Bowes Commerce
Cloud, lets you enhance your critical customer documents to reduce mail-

Impress Portal: Secure document delivery portal that provides recipients
access to business documents through a unique branded digital channel.
Impress Dispatch: Desktop mail application that enables business users
to automate the preparation of ad hoc communications and send to a centralized mail production center or customer portal.
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